
Fundamentals of Algebra 1, Part 1 
Chapter 7 Review: Exponential Functions 

Name kr kmer 

Review: 
Equations for 
Sequences 

Arithmetic Sequences: 	4 , 7 , 	10 , 	13, 	... 

Sequence generator: 	+ 3 	• Zero Term: 	I 

t(n), 	I 	4-  34 

Geometric Sequences: 6 , 18 , 54 , ... 

Sequence generator 	3 	; Zero Term: 	a 
/
Term: 

 n 
t (n) = 	dc c 3) 

Exponential 
Equations 

.3, _ abx 

All about a: 
How can you find it in a situation? 

imi-o-I 	amertA  n4 

Where is it in a table? 

tan 	X =  0 , 

Where is it on a graph? 

11 ,_  101-erupt- 

All about b: 
How can you find it in a situation? 

6n9.0-1-11 row or 

% of- riA)+In 
How can you find it in a table? 

Nide. teinseadnita qtritn5 

iv 	tit-1- 	Innikti-pile-r  • 
How can you find it on a graph? 

biNholt 	ceinv_wicue- pf, i ni3 

iv oril- imuthelter. 

Asymptotes 

What is an asymptote? 

A 	line 	4-incti- .44- qrafk 	r+-5 

0 Do_ 	+.0 , 	Exi)00-enal 	-cund-u5v1.5 

II-e-Ver cr065 'weir' CiSrecritfe 

Sketch a dotted line to show an asymptote 
on a graph of an exponential function. 

, 

Percent 
Increase/Decrease 

If money is increasing by 3% per 
year, what is the multiplier? 

I D o 070 	+ 3% 	= ib 6% 

h 0 3 

If money is decreasing by 3% per 
year, what is the multiplier? 

i Do% — 3% r 97%a 

, q 7 

Exponential 
Growth & Decay 

Growth Decay 

Values of b: 

ktIlAno 0 and 	I 

Values of b: 

Arita fair 4nn 0 	1 



Finding Equations 
of Exponential 

Functions 

Find the equation of the exponential function 
points (1, 10) and (3, 14.4). Show steps 

'/C 	o 	I 	2 	3 

which passes through the 
using algebra. 

75-/ 	.\X 
Equation 	s ( .2-) 

u\ 	45/3 	ID 
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Simple & 
Compound 

Interest 

Simple Interest: 

The amount grows by 

3% simple annual interest 

■ D3 (woo) =75 

How much money 

Interest Compounded 

The amount grows 

3% interest compounded 

101n 

How much money 

cAactiii bir) 	.. The graph is 	llotor 

on $2500: 

Equation: 

will you have in 5 years? 

Annually: 

by 	YliaTii toil 

T.; 2500 1- TS- X 

*2C5 

oponerthed,. on . The graph is 

annually on $2500: 

i- 31 - 1031 
w Ati-t htir 

Equation: 

will you have in 5 years? 

= 1,03 
A 

c 2560 	1'66 

$2292 

Negative and 
Fractional 
Exponents 

I,,, 1 	vi 

= X 
Xalb = bfra. x—  = 

X- x' 

Examples: Do not use your calculator.  
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HO =  H 
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